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AN ABSTRACT 

A research on flat display development is made according to 

the Contract N 91/227 on the Pro,iect SF/ROK/91/002. As initial 
I 

pqints for the research are data available in the literature on 

the devices/technologies related and knowledge/experience of the 

Contractor on crystallization of thin semiconductor films on 

amorphous substrate.a. 

In the report followed. first. a brief. critical review of 

the data available in the literature is given with an emphasis to 
\ 

technologies most acceptable for preparation of poly-Si films on 

low-melting-point substrates such as Corning Glass 7059. 

Second, experiments made by the Contactor, including 

informations on crystallization apparatus and techniques for 

several chosen methods, as '1ell as results obtained and their 

discussions, are described. 

Finally, conclusions 

~rief description of the 

on the project are given including a 

activity on delivering/evaluatio~ of 

samples prepared. and 

concentrate on one of 

research. 

a recommendation for future is made to 

the method chosen and studied in this 
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l~ INTRODUCTION 

Flat displays are electronic devices having a broad applications in 

modem electronics. including computer hardware. high-definition TV. ,and 
I 

other consumer related products. Currently these are principal cQm-

ponents of the ·Lap-Tap· computers and small-screen~diagonal TV 

sets. In a future. as quaiitv of flat displays will be· improved· and 

their price will decrease, more and more of the existing, rather 

cumbersome cathode-ray displays will be replaced by flat ones, 

and it is pre dieted that a complete replacement :>f the devices 

will occure by end of 90-s. In addition. it is anticipated that. in 

• sever~! years. quality and sizes of the flat displays will reach such 

a level that high-definition TV based on flat displays will be rea!-

ized. Other applications of flat displays are also possible. 

T.lie perspectives of flat displays are so exciting that ma!'.y 

leading electronic companies in us.;. Surcpe. Japan. and o:r.er 

ccur.tries engaged in this field. Gcidstar Cc .. !...td .. being cne cf !he 

in1er:laticnai leaders in ccnsu::.er elec!:onic:;. is strcng!y interested 

in :r.is researc;. 

There are severai apprcaches tc real!=aticn of flat displays. 

Of them. that based on !iquid-c:ystal d!spla}'S (LCD's) ~eems to be 

most eifec:!•1e sc that si.:ch dispiays beccrr.e ::ev devices to meet 

reqt!irements of the different app!icaticns. 

Per!cr::iancss of the LC:>s deper.d in a dec!sive ~anner on 

· quality of silicon films used fer preparaticn ci add:essing thin ·film 

transistor (TFT's) as important comJ:cr.ents of Lc:;·s. In particular. 

characterist:cs of TFT's are p.rinc!paEy deter:nir.ea by car::er mcbiii

ty in the !ilms which. ir. a tu;n. depends en mic:cst:uc!'.ue oi 'the 
' 

films .. Currently. the films used in LCD's are mainly amorphous. a'1.d 
.., 

the mobilities ar ~ relatively low (< I c:n .. /V·s) limiting applications of 

the devices at relatively high frE·quenc!es. in color displays, etc. 

On the other hand. the mobilities in S'ingle-crystalline films 

can be as high as about 800 cm2/V·s. Howe,ver. single-crystalline 
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films can be prepared. as a rule. on single-crystalline substrates. 

which are rather expensive. Moreover. Lco·s must be made on tran

sparent substrate, this limits even more a choice of suitable sub-, 
suates. Usually. Yarious glasses (!.3., amo1phous materials) serve as 

substrates for Lco·s. Of known glasses. fused quartz. as relatively 

high-melting-point material. allows to prepare on it relatively perfect 

·mrns with rather high mobilities (up to 500 cm2/V ·s). However. for 

~any applications. large-area LCD's (e.g.. with diagonals as l,arge 

as about 300 mm) are necessary. Fused-quartz substrates of such 

sizes would be too expensive for consumer applications. Accord-

c ingly. relatively cheap substrates made from. e.g.. Corning Glass 

• 

i 

· 70e9 are typically used far· these appiica!icns. Such glasses hav:e 

rather low-temperature-melting (softening) points. It is. however. w'ell 

,known that. the lower the crystallization temperature. the less quali

tative are fiims grown. Noneless. in view of the high importance of 

the LC:rs. there is a bcornhc; interest in cievices en lc·.v-tempera

ture-meit!ng point glasses. Because per:n!ssi!:ie ·,vcrkin~ temper:l-
\ 

tures ci such substrates =.re reiativeiy low. cnly pc:~rc:7stailine: (:a-

ther than single-c:ystalline) silicon films (pc!y-Si) can be prepared 

having car:ier mcb;Iities :ypicall y < lCO cm:,.v -s . 

Accordingly. the given prcjec: has an arm tc cpti::-.ize ccndi-

'ticns fer preparation ci poly-Si films en low-terr.perat· .. ue mel!!ng 

point glasses (such as Co1ning Glass 7059) fer LCD's acr::enting to 

lowering temperatures oi processes. 

In essence. th& precesses relate to crystal growth. in particu

lar. to ·_nucleation and crystalli::aticn/recrystailization ph~nomena in. 
I 

thin films. Eeing one oi leading organizaticns in research of t.hin-

film growth. especially on amorpr.ous substrates such as glasses. 

and responding to a proposal of Korean electronic firm the Gold

star. Co .. Ltd. the Centre ·EPITAXY .. has engaged in the project. 

In the following. first. a short review of general ideas of film 
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growth as a background for our research is given, second. our 

experiments on preparation of poly-Si films on various substrates 

and results obtciined are described, third. some conclusions with re

comendations are given. 

b BACKGRCUND.: GENERAL IDEAS OF FILM GROWTH AS 
-

APPLIED TO PRODUCTION OF FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS 

If glass waiers (as smooth. plane-parallel plate::i) are used as 

substrates for deposition. amorphous or polycrystalline films are 'ty

pically formed. amorphous ones qeing formed at relatively low tem-

• peratures while. at higher temperatures. t!le films fcrmed are pciy-

• 

, 
crystalline. Another version is that poiycrystalline films are fo~rr.ed 

I 

from amorphous o:i.es by solid-state transforrLtations. The reason !er 

formation of polycrystalline rather than sing!e-i:;;rystai!ine films is :r.at 

.nucleation of new phases in differer.! areas of the fil:n proceeds 

independently eac!l .Jf other. her.ce. !!"".e c:::stailine grai:-.s. or c::t-
' 

stailites. fcrmed have a broad spec::·.:!'!l r::: o:i-en!aticns; :no:ec·rer. 

they have - b"c~~ -.,...ec· .. ··rn ,...f -1·-Qc: C, _. ....__. ;:, ,!-i •• ~ •L - .:l - -- • 

The ·rariety cf grai:i. orientation :i!'.d si::es is a pr:r.cipal dr a·.v

back of poiycrys!ailine films. In the case cf semic:::nductc:s sue!'-.· ~s 
I 

siiiccn. this variet? is especially impc:tar.t cecause it means a var

isty of contcurs and periphery, i.e .. a var!ety of grair. boundaries 

that influences electrical properties c! the films. hence. performances 

of TFT's. 

Certainiy. tr.e proclems with grain boundaries are reduced or 

even ~liminated in single-crystalline o: nearly-single-crystalline fil'ms .. 

Such films. under some conditions. could be prepared. e.g.. on 

fused-quartz substrates. and this rea!!y made by different laborato

ries and compan!.es. 

Below. a short review of a variety of techniques developed 

during last years for pr~paration of poly-Si films on glass substrates 
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with the accent to possibility of their applications for production of 

active-matrix LCD's is given . 

2.1.PRFPARATION OF POLY-Si FILMS ON GLASS SUBSTRATES 

As was noted above, there are at _least two approaches to 

· preparation of polycrystalline films. First. to deposite them under 
I -

condition~ \Vhich ensure right away formation of crystalline phase. 

Second, to deposit an amorphous film and. then. to transform it into 

crystalline one by an additional treatment. 

2 .1 . I . PREPARATION OF POLY - Si FiLMS BY LPC~/D 

Poly-Si fillilS are widely produced in microelectronics by low

pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD). Typicai deposition 

conditions are the following: substrate temperatures o00-6_3o0 c. 
pressures in the deposition chamber 0.1-0.5 Terr. flew of :r.oncsiiar-.e 

(SiH4 ) as a source of siiiccn [l-14]. As is seen. the deposition tem

peratures are usually c!cse or sli~!ltly exceed the li:ni:i_r:.g ~rcca_ss 

· C · ,...1 1o~c ( h - h~f"I r::.rc::r' ·temperatures ot crnmc;; "ass ..... t ese are ...,c·..;-_.., _,. Scrtte-

times. disi!ane (Sh_H .... ) c~ trisilane (Sh!-:A) are ~sed :::-tstead cf rr.cr.c-
v . ..... """ 

silane fer deposition· oi S! allowinc;; tc dec:ease dep ~si::c:-. temt:9! a-

t d "'0°C (f s· ··-) . JR~oc ff c· '-l' ures own to ,.,~ er i:zr.0 anc. ...,..., . ,.c: ~13•-8J· hcwev-=r. 

amcrchous (a-Si) rather than pciy-Si filns 3.re :crrr.ec. Alsc a-Si m~.s 

are formed frc:n Si~4 if dei:~~it!cn temperat:.:re are Icwer tha.!1 

.5ao0 c. After deposition. the films are -:ften anneaied adcitionaily tc 

improve their structurai and electr!c3l properties fer TF-:'. Fer a-Si 
\ 

d · · ' c:·H · i::-~cc f .,..., i-. 1 · .,. epos1tea lrom -1 4. ar. 3nnea1 at ..... =... er J. - •• eacs :o c:ystau-
/ 

zation. however. no signiiicant grain growth occurs (3]. In the case -

of using Si2Ho the annealing is performed at 600-o3occ; the best 

crystallinity is observed in a-Si films prepared at 460-4C0°C [Q,!5]. 
I 

The both noted features can be explained if we take into account 

interrelations of two principal stages of film formation: nucleation 

and properly g1owth. 
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In .the papers [l-14] some general approaches to LPCVD-p1e

paration of poly-Si films were accomodated to the LCD's fabrication. 

Ir~ particular. it was shown that performances of TFT's fabricated in 

such films can be markedly improved b7 deposition of the film at 

m,uch lower pressure:a (e.g .. down to 0.04 and even 0.002 Torr) tnan 

normally used in LPCVD [4]. Typically, electron mobilities in· the 

range IO to 30 cm2/V·s are reached in such poly-Si films (3.4]. 

Specially for LClYs a reactor was designed allowing po!y-Si 

films on glass substrates as large as 350x350 mm to be prepared 

[6]. 
I 

Finally, from the experiments it was concluded that it is 

important to maximize. rather than minimize. the excess concentra

tion oi point deiacts promoting grain growth and grain realignment 

into confii;urations with lower energy and lower eiectricai activity 

H]. This c~uid be imcc.rtant also ir, experiments with ion-irradia-

ticn-induced c:ystallizaticn oi a-Si (see below. section 2.2). 

2 1 .., =R-c • p ~ TTC"-I CF P"L"'{ - s· -~· 1- .JC: r: ·r· L ~.S;:"? . . .. . • ,t:. •• '\ • • 1. • 1 _, I r . .1....~ .... - ·" _ .__. 

R.- .... r.""C:TAL' r- /\T'C' r !:.L.~ i .... .:....£..~ 1 .-. 

Dur!:i.g the last years. recrystaili:zaticn cf a-Si by S!'.ort-wave 

lasers ailcwing 'to use relatively-low-!emperar~re precesses becar::e 

rather common procedure ~n LC~ tec=-.:'.olog:;. 

RecrvctalE=.=.!icn bv Ar.:..:Iaser. Mcst ccmmcnly. Ar"-laser-scan

ning with a high speed along the film is used fer such an aim 

[16-19]. (Although in [19] fused quartz is used. as a substrate. the 

technique in generai aiicw5 to recrystailize a-Si on low-melting-point 

glasses without any damage-oi the substrares). -

Various precee.ding procedures are used: 

Becat!se laser beams are rather energetic. recrystallizaqon 

temperatures could be rather high reaching even the melting point 

• of Si. In order to avoid 9amaging the glass substrates. buffer layers 
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(e.g .. 100-150 silicon nitride) are often deposited on them [17. 18]. 

Amorphous Si films could be deposited either by plasma 

~nhanced CVD (PECVD) ·at about 300°C [19] or by RF" magnetron 

sputtering at 200°c [18]. In other cases. poly-Si films prepared by 

LPCVD serve as initial ones for the laser process [16. 11]. In the 

case of P:SCVD. a heat treatment at 450°C is important for dehyqro

genization of the initial film [19]. No evidence for solid-solid or so

lid-liquid-solid transfonr.dtion is given. Only in the paper [19] there 

is a probability th~i solid-solid transformation took place resulting in 

relatively low mobilities ( 50 crn2 /'!·s). In other cases. more prob-

• abie is zone-melting recrystallization (ZMR) resulting in rather nigh 

mobilities (27C to 35() units). In the paper [IT]. fccused elliptical 

laser be;im inclined at 45° to scan direction was used which is 

known to give nearly single-c:-ystalline films. Cwi:-.g tc relatively 

• 

' 

high bea~ velocities (8-20 crn/s). the glass substrates seem to re-, 

mairL undamaged. even at :MP.. 

Rec:·:c~a!!i:::=.!:::-n bv exc:!":".e! I.=ser. Th:s sr.cn-wave (ZC0-400 

nm) . short-pulse laser is especiaily suitab!e :er rec:ys:aili=aticn ci 

films on lc·.v-melting-pcint glasses [Z0-.34]. T;;~:ca! p:il3e: ::iuration is 

iO to 3C :ls. typical repetition freque.r.cies IC tc 100 H=. e.r.ergy 

densities !CO to !500 mJ/c~2 . As a rest.:lt. owir.g tc tr.P. high pcwer 

density .. sue!'-. pulse~ are able tc r..e!t. e.g .. ICCC-2000 nm Si films on 

peer-thermal con~ii.Ye substrates (::;uch as s;!ass). lt was estimated 
. ~ ... ~.~ ~~:-~ 

that such pulses.;.ar•· absorbed in very th~n !ayers (!0 to 20 nm). 

Further. it was estimated (by calcula!ions) that aiter melting, such a 

state remains 100 to 200 ns. After that. durins; a rela!ively long time · 

beicre next P':lse. the film is CQoled with a sequence of precesses 

or states including supercooling of the melt. nuc!eaticn. crystalli· 

zation from the rolid state. etc. Next pulse deals witn another sy

stem containing different phases. These phenomena were studied 

both theoretically and experimentally (35, 36) and are very imper-
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tant for controlling of film formation. 

In practice. a.broad laser beam. e.g .. 5x5 mm. is used to irra

diate PECVD-prepared a-Si films by single or multiple pulses. The 

films have initial room temperature or preheated up to 500°C. in air 

or in vacuum. As a result. under pulses with energy densities _2100 

mJ/cm2 th~ films become crystalline with grain sizes in the range 10 

to 100 nm. Electron mobilities 10 to 100 units are easily reached. 

however. inhomogeneties and instabilities irherent in excimer lasers 

make it difficult to prepare uniform pcly-Si films on large areas. 

The studies in this direction are cont:nuing . 

2.2. ICN-IMF!:...ANTATION-CGNTRCLLE:!J T!-iIN F!LM 

CRYST ALLIZATICN 

lor. impiantaticn. depending en energ7 and ether conditic:'.s. 

can iniluence strcngiy on film c:~:s:aili=:i::c:i. processes ::etarc::-.g 

crystailizaticn (b~f amorphi::aticn ci c:j~stal!::--.e phase). ac:::o:?ierat::-.:; 

it (by intensific.'.lt:cn ci nuc!eaticn). ir:-.prc·:i:-.g q-:.:~iity cf th2 ti::::-,s 

(by faciiitation cf ;rair. mobili:y at :i.ig:-. der.sity cf pci:-.! deiec:s 

fcrmed). etc. Acc::rdingiy. this preced:.:::e c:::npined with o!her c:~:-

stal-.bearins; tec:i.!'.cicgies ( v ari=us ar.neaiing precesses. l·r1c 1u,...;; ... ,.... 
j.. .. .......... :::: 

laser rec:ystailizaticn) is brcad!y u~ed in preparation ci pciy-Si 
\ 

films allo,ning lcw-temperat~re precesses [.31. 37 -40]. Mobilities as 
..., 

high as ICC cm.:. /V ·s were reac:-.ed in the pr~ iiminariiy ion-!mplan:ed 

films [38. 39]. It was concluded that the in!!uence of the ion bcm 

bardment dces net come only to film heatir.;. but includes spec:!ic 
I 

ion-solid interactic:-i.. and that bulk. i.e.. hcmogeneous rather than · 

heterogeneous Cinteriace) nucleation by Si. -implantation is respcn

sible for the c:ystallizaticn (46]. 

Many possibiiities. still unexplored. gives the approach. 
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2 .3. IMPURITY - INDUCED CRYST ALLIZA T!ON 

In crystal g1owth, althowgh not understood completely, in

fluences of impurities C')n nucleation and on crystallization as g~ne

ral are rather numerous and diverse. Specifically for crystallization 

of a-Si for LCD applications. impurities such as In·. Al. Cu. Ag. Au. P. 

B. As. Sb influence. strongly on kinetics of both nucleation a'1d 
I 

growth of the crystalline phase of Si decreasing the temperature pf 

the amorphous-to-crystalline transformation and increasing velocity 

of the growth interface [50-55]. 

2 .4. PREPARATION OF NEARLY - SINGLE- CRYST AL!...!NE Si- FIL!.1S 

ON HIGH -MEL TING - PCINT SUBSTRATES 
-

Above. it was noted that the higr.er crystallizat:cn temperatt!:e. 

the more perfect films can be prepared. As reiated to the LCD prc

blem. high-melting-point giass substrates. e.g.. fused quartz. are 

used. and high-temperature precesses. such as ZlA~. are explo:eC.. 

Although :!"'.e process was deveicpec generally fer :ntegrated 

cuits and other semiconductor devices [5c-c4]. m...::::-. at!enticn 

C
.,.._ .. 

~.as 

been payed to LCJ applications [57. 59. oO. T" . " . • • r.1s mater:a1 

(fused qcart:) is rather expensiye, in the same time. the high-ter:-~-

• pera:ure precess aiiows tc prepare films witr. mcbi!i:ies as high as 
., \ 

5GO cm .. /V·s. 

2.5. SCME C8NC!...USICHS 

As is seen. several apprcaches aimed to pre~araticn of mere 

or less ordered,, crystalline Si films er. glass st!l:stra!es a:e deve

loped in conr.ec:ion with LCD. i.e .. fabrication oi fla!-panel displays.

This project aimed to research of preparation c! poly-Si films 

on low-meiting-point glasses such . as Corning Glass 7C59 for flat 

displays has been performed. first. basing on the data known fro~ 
I 

the. literature, second. using our experience in ZMR and in. crystal 

growth as general. 
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3. EXPERIMENTS ON PREPARATION OF Poly-Si 

FILMS ON GLASSES. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

3.1. SOME EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES FOR INVESTIGATION OF 

FILMS 

Speciiities of objects under consideration are (a) their small 

thickness. ~ 200 nm. and (b) polycrystalline nature. i.e .. presence of 

. a lot of grains with sizes in a broad range. from nm to µm. These 

features make it diffucult to control effecti'lely and quickly micro

suucture of films prepared. 

On of the typical criterfcn of the phase t~ansition from amor

phous to crystalline state in thin films on transparent substrate is a 

change of _ their optical properties - decrease of absorption and 

change oi reflec:ion in visible spec:rum. This was used fer fast 

control oi the recrystallization prcc~ss. 

In ex;:erimsnts wit~. ZMR by Ar• - laser :ec:ys:ailiza!:cn the' film 

is under :i.eat treat:nent c!~rinc; a re!at:vely Ieng time ( - i CO µs) so 

that the moiten ma!eriai is abie to be redist:ibuteci along substra!e. 

In this case. even slight ( < 5~C thickr.ess fluctuations are easily ,de

tected by cptical micrcsccpe. 

Cne oi drawbacks ci P!::CVD- i:repared ex- Si films is ra!her 

large (percent range) content of absorbed hydrogen ir. the films. 

Rapid evolution of the hydrogen at fast heating cf the films results 

in blistering. hence. in degrada!ion cf the films. This i::hanomenon 

was fixed by darkening oi the films . 

.,,. Surface roughness of rc·crystailized films is detected with • 

naked eye (as mat) or by observations in scanning elec:ron micro

scope. 

?Aicrostructure of thin films can be stud:ed, in principle. by a 
I 

variety of techniques. In our research. most effective was found to 

be transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of the recrystallized films 
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·ripped ofr the substrates. Most of the photos presented below was 

obtained in such a way. It is very important that. in addition to 

micromorphology of the films demonstrating sizes and distribution of 

crystalline grains. this technique allows to obtain also information 
I 

about level of crystallinity of the films (from microdiffraction ciata): 

As a. complementary technique allowing to estimate average 

sizes of the grains -over relatively large areas electron-diffraction 

technique was used. 

Finally. mic:omorphology of the films was studied by SEM in 

secondary-emission mode of obse1vation . 

3.2.PREPARATlON OF INITIAL F!L!vi_S FCR RE~RYSTAL!..lZATICa 

Two principai techniques fer preparation of initiai fiims were 

~sed in our experiments: LPC'JD and F!:C~/D. 

The former process was perfomed at temperatures permissil'.:~e 

for the glass substrates (Corning Glass 7059), namely. 580 -5900~. At 
-

such temperature. very-fine-c:ystal!ine films were usual!y formed. 

Principal advantage oi the film is ai':senc:a :::I remarkable amcum -:Ji 

. disscived hydrogen negative!y influer.c!ng ~n recrystai!ization i::o-

cess. 

The !atter ~:cce:: :· ~vas pencrrnsd at I ewer temper att!:e. 25C ~o 

45QOC. the higher the temperatu!e, the less is the amounts of dis

solved hydrogen. and more perfect are films formed at recrystaEi

zaticn. 

Typica! thicknesses are 0.1 - 0.2 µrn in the former case. a..'1.d 

0.04-0:2 1trn in the latter case. 

Also two kinds of buffer were used. SiOz and Si3N4. with 

thicknesses 0.2 to 0.3 µm. The la.tter is more universal fer applica-
' 

tions because allows to use beth dry and wet processing in fabri

cation of TFT. 
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3.3. CRYSTALLIZATION OF ex-Si BY Ar• -LASER 

3.3.l. CRYSTALLIZATION APPARATUS 

Of different short -wave lasers this one has a feature that it 

belongs to continuous equipments. Accordingly, principal component 

- _of the apparatus is a fastly moving coordinate table. 
;, 

A scheme of the apparatus is shown in fig. I. An Ar• - laser (1) 

haVIng up to 6 W of multimode radiation with wavelength of 456 

and 5 I 5 nm. B'y means of minor (2) and objective (3) laser ·beam 

was focused onto film surface as an elliptic - shaped spot with area 

about 50x300 µm2. Sample (4) was installed on the coordinate table. 

• (5) fixed vacuum ~huck. THe table allows to translate the sample 

in x and y directions coinciding with smaller and larger axes. re

spectively. The sample could be heated up to 5oooc. 

• 

3.3.2. CRYST ALL!ZATION TECHNIC~E 

The table was scanned as follows: it was mcvec.. first. from leit 

to right. tii.en. from right to left alcng x -a..1<is with a given veiccity st.ift-
' ing it !n y-direc:ic:i. fer a distance D·y·ci. where y is the length ci the 

\ 

large beam atjs. and d< 1 is the overia~ping ratio of twc successi·;e 

passes cf :r.e beam. Increasing laser pcwer. some trial experiments were 

macie. frc:n wrjch. by observations in optical mic:cscc;:e. cptimai ccndi

tions were fc'.lllci. The processes were made in air. 

3.3.3. RESULTS AND DISCUTICNS 

Depending on laser power. 3 d!fferent crystallization regimes cha

rac:er..zed by different morphc!cg-/ and rnic:ostn!c!ille were observed, two 

of, them ~e shown _in fig.2. The mic:cgraphs were obtained by optical 

microscope m reilected light (fig. 2a) and transmitted light (fig. 2b). In the : 

figures. relatively light. vertical bands in right side of the photo repr~ent 

areas where ex-Si were rec:ysttallized via !iquid phase. while other areas 

in the right sil'je were rec:ystallized via solid phase transformation. The 

latter areas. as was estimated. contain grains about 50 run in side (fig.3). 

Left band (dark in fig.2b) represents non-crystallized area. 
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Fig. I. A sch~me of an equipment for recrystallization 

of cc- Si films by Ar+ - laser. 
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Fig.2. Hicromorphology of Si film prepared by Ar laser 

recrystallization. Initial films were prepared 

by LPCVD. Optical micrographs. 
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+ Fig.3. Poly-Si film prepared by Ar laser treatment via 

solid-phase process. TEM micro~raph. 
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A: relatively low powers. the initial ex-Si film melts not completely, 

but on separate areas forming quasiperiodic structwe with alternating li

quid and solid phases. As laser power increase--. the ratio of the liquid 

phase increases. while temperature of the film with coexisting two pl'ases 

is stabilized near the melting point of Si. In such a situation. solidification 

of each liquid area gives a separate grain. In the same time. the solid 

meas grow rather quickly forming also some grains. As a result, rather 

large, up to several '1ffi. crystalline grains are formed in such a film 

(fig.4). 

Fwther increase of the laser power melts completely the ftlm. so 

that a regime of ZMR is realized. Due to a cellular s!ructure of the 

growth interface. the film formed consists of elongated (in zone-motion 

direction) crystalline grains, up to l 00 µm in length and 5- 10 µm in 

width. The grains can be observed even in optical micmscope (fig. 5). 

TEM study reveals grains 'Nhich do=s not cr..J&\tain any defects (fig.6). 

In general. the AJ+ laser beam technique allows to prepare poly-Si 

!Urns with rather large grains and even single-crystalline films. However, 

the technique suffers horn some drawbacks. 

Firsl an uniform heating of large (up to 350 mm). fragile glass 

substrates up to 50QOC (as it necessary for the AJ+ laser processing) re

presents a rather difficult problem, in addition. this consumes a lot of time 

(for heating and cooling). 

Second. treatment of multilayered structwes b.y a continuous laser is 

accompanied by a strong heating of the glass substrate. As a result of a 

fast heating /cooling cycle rather strong mechanical strains arise in the 

structures resulting in breaking of the Si film. The strains can be avoided 

only in islar\d (with sizes about 1 oo l'ffi) films. 
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Fig.4. Poly-Si film preparP.d ;1t jntermediate powers. 

Rather large crystalline ~rains are seen. TEH 

microp,raphs. 
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Fig.5. Micromc~ph~logy 0f ~ 
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Fig.6. TEH micrograph of crystalline grains formed by ZHR. 
at rather large laser powers. 
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3.4.CRYSfAUllATION OF r<-Si BY EXCIMER LASFR 

3.4. l. CRYSf ALLIZA TION APPARATUS 

A scheme of the apparatus is given m fig. 7. As a sowce of radia

tion. excimer laser (1) - ·LUMONICS-TE-861T- - with Kr:F gas mixture 

was used giving pulses of 248 nm radiation having dwations at half

amplitude (FWHM) about l 0 ns with repetition frequencies from I to l 00 

Hz. Pulse energy w~ about 200 mJ in rectangular frame 22x5 mm2. The 

ulse was attenuated by neutral filters (2). By means of objective (3~. slit 

two-coordinated diairagrn (4) and rotating mirror (5) the beam is pro

jected onto the sample (6) placed on the coordinate table (7). A beam 

reflected from the objective (3) was directed to the photomultiplier (8). 

from which a signal was controlled by the oscilloscope (9). 

3.4.2. CRYSf ALLIZA TION TECHNIQUE 

By adjusting the system the ex-Si film was recrystallized via melting. 

The sample was scanned under the beam in X cfuection with velocities 

from 0.5 to 2 mm/s at repetition rates from 2 to 50 Hz. After each X 

scanning the sample was shifted in Y direction for about QO% of ' laser 

spot dimension. Initially. the sample has a room temperalwe. The process 

was performed in air. Neutral filters were used for stabilization of the laser 

power and were removed as it decreased due to aging of the gas mix

ture. Decay of the laser power was controlled by oscilloscope. 

As is known from literature [28- 30]. ihe higher the power of the la

ser pulse, the higher is deph of melting and the larger are sizes of grains 

in the treated film. The maximal laser powers are limited by degradation of 

the film swface at the some power increasing. For obtaining the optimal 

conditions of the process we carried out some trial experiments and 

obtained power threshold of film degradation. Then, we used powers of 

laser somewhat less than the power threshold. 

For excimer - laser technique two different recrystallization approachs 

were used: recrystallization by a single pulse, and by multiple pulses. 
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Fig.7. A scheme of an equipment for recrystallization 

of ex- Si films by excimer laser. 
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In the first case. the recrystallization process was carried out in X 

direction by single pulses wi!h overlaping about I 0% of the beam width. 

Uniformity of the energy distribution of the beam was achieved by diaph

ragrning (by Y and X slit diaphragms) so that beam size~ decreased down 

to about lx1 nun2. Here. a measwement of the power density was carried 

out. The total energy was measured by wattmeter placed instead of the 

sample. Dimensions of beam were determined by measwing of treated area 

of the single -pulse - treated Si film. 

In the second case. according to works of Sony Research Center 

(by T .5ameshima et al. [20- 27]). we used a multipulse recrystallization 

technique. The beam was diapluagmed to dimensions 7x7 nun2. Along Y 

axis the beam had relatively uniform energy distribution. however. along X 

axis it had rather broad gaussian ones. 'Ihe process p;:uameters (scan ve

locity and repetition rate) were chosen so that the same points of the fil:"'.1 

were treated by several pulses with increasing energies. The power of the 

treatment was determined by the magnitude of energy distribution which 

were measmed using a narrow X diaphragm like described above. 

3.4.3. RF.SULTS 

Owing to very short wave lenghts of excimer lasers. they allow to 

treat very thin films. begining, e.g.. 15- 20 nm. On the other hand. at 

treatments of relatively thick films (> 200 nm • 0.2 µm). there is a danger 

that only subswface layers will be transformed from amorphous to crystal

line state. In figs.Ba and Bb are ;,iven TEM micrographs of films having 

different thicknesses. and corresponding microdiffraction pictures. judging 

from the figures. it is possible to conclude that. first. in U1e thinner films 

grains .:ire. in general. larger (probably, because less nuclei are formed 

there [27]); second. crystallization in them proceeds more "deeply" (in the 

microdiffractograrn reflexes are more distinct). 

Another important parameter of the process is the power density. In 

fig.9.10 and 11 are given TEM micrograph5 of 40 nm films prepared at 

different powers. and corresponding microdiffractograms. As is sean. at re-
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Fig.8. Hicrostructure of films recrystalliz~d by excimer 

laser: a - film thickness 200afl: b - 4CO R. TEH 

micrographs together with electron microdiffracto
grams. 
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Fig.9. Microstructure of poly-Si film recrystallized at 
') 

excimer power density 240 mJ/cm~. TEH micrograph 

and correspondiPg microdiffractogram . 
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Fig.10. Micro~':!'UCture of poly-Si filn1 r'?::-!'yst.c:..!..!.i:::ed 3.t: 
.-, 

power density ~10 rnJ/cm~. TEM micrograph and 

~orresp8nding microdiffracto~ram. 

Fig.11. Microstructure of poly-Si film recrystallized at 

power density 145 mJ/cm2 . TEH micrograph. 

500 'n1n 
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Iatively high power (fig.9). some large grains are formed on the back

ground of smaller grains. At smaller power. no such large grains were 

• observed. and the boundary between the two regimes lies somewhere 

between densities 210 and 240 rnj/cm2. At least two features should be 

noted. First. if compare the microdiffractograms, it is seen that. at lower 

powers. the grains are more numerous and uniform. Second. if consider the 

microstructures show:-. in figs. I 0 and I I as preferential for applications. 

the interval of povrers is rather broad (at least from 145 to 210 rnj/cm2). 

• 

3.4.4. DISCUSSIONS 

EclSt results were obtained for ex-Si films treated by single pulses. In 

this case, grain sizes reached up to 200 nm. Results for ex-Si:H films are far 

more poor due to influence of hydrogen. In the second case. first. maxi

mally-accepted power density is smaller (in comparison with ex-Si films), 

second, non-uniformities appear at repetitive treatments necessary if we 

desire to have continuous films on large areas. 

We suppose that results would be better for thinner cx-Si:H films. In 

that case. first. total (from swface to substrate) melting of films can be 

obtained at smaller power densities. Second. it is more easy to remove the 

dissolved hydrogen. Finally, less probable are simultaneous (competitive) 

processes of crystallization (and amorphization) from top and bottom swface 

of the films. 

We would like to note some disadvantages of excimer crystallization. 

First, it is difficult to control power level of excimer laser. Second. the 

power is continuously decreases as the working gas mixture is aged. Third. 

the mixtwe cont~ns halogens that represent some ecological problem in 

the laboratory room and, especially, for working personnel. 

Most simple control of the power (by neutral filt crs) allows only a 

discrete (with precision of 8 -9%) changes. More smooth control can be 

made by motion of the objective, and it is this technique which is most 

suitably for probe experiments. However, this approach is inappropriate for 

power conuoling during fabrication of films because it is accompanied by 
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changes of the geometJy of the laser beam. There are exist some conuner

cial types of excimer lasers with an Intelligent Power Control system which 

are able to sustain the power at a constar.t level. 

3.5. CRYSTALLIZATION OF ex-Si BY Cu+ -LASER 

3.5.I. CRYSTALLIZATION APPARATTJS 

A scheme of crystallization equipment is shown in fig.12. As it 

seen. the scheme has much of conunon with that for excimer laser. The 

Qi+ laser ( 1) had a power I 0 W. its radiation has two lines 510 and 

580 run. pulse duration is 20 ns. repetition frequencies about 10 lr.az. In

side its resonator formed by minors (2) and (3). between the tube (4) 

and the mirror (3). a rectangular dia!ragm (5) is placed. A reduced image 

of the diafragm was projected by means the rotating mirror (6) and 

objective (7) onto surface of the sample (8). The sample was placed on 

the coopdinate table (9) able to move along X and Y axes and having 

a vacuum chuck. 

3.5.2. CRYSTALLIZATION TECHNIQUE 

The sample was fixed on the table by means of the chuck. 

Adjusting the diafragm. a rectangular beam 300x30 iim2 along t'te Y and 

X. respectively. was obtained on the swface of the srunple. The sample 

was scanned under the beam with a velocity in .. 1e range 5 to 15 mm/ 

s. The power density was chosen so that the film could be just melted. 

however. its smooth surface should not be damaged. The recrystallization 

was performed in air. 

3.5.3. RFSULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Under the treatments, surface does not practically changed except 

of appearing of some weak striations connected with some overlapping 

(fig. l 3a). During the pulses (about 20 ns). the substrate is not practically 

heated to temperatwes when any substantial mechanical strains could be 

developed, hence. rnicrocracldngs in recrystallized films were not detected. 

Judging from TEM research. the films consisted of grains with sizes up to 

200 run (fig. l 3b). 
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Fig.12. A scheme of an equipment for recryst~tion 

of a-Si films by Cu+ -laser. 
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Fig.13. Poly-Si films prepared by Cu laser recrvstallj

zation: a - micromorphology in reflected light 

of optical microscope: etriations are a result 

of beam overlappinge: b - microstructure of the 

films by TEH and corresponding ,• iffractogram. 
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3.6. CRYSTAWZATION OF Poly-Si FILMS BY CONTINUOUS 

YAG :Nd LASER 

This technique. m general. is intended for preparation of nearly

single-c1ystalline films of silicon-on-insulators (SOI) applicable in semicon

ductor microelectronics for fabrication of CMOS-IS. high-voltage devices. 

microsensors. etc. [64]. Subboundaries are principal defects in such films. 

Typically. the process is performed at high temperatwes (> l 200oC). a 

featwe which limits using of this technique for processing with low-melt

ing-point glasses. It is used for preparation of films on fused quartz and 

on oxidized silicon. 

3.6.1. CRYSTALLIZATION APPARATUS 

A scheme of an equipment for ZMR process with YAG:Nd laser is 

given in fig. 14. Here. laser (l) gives 1.06 µm radiation with power about 

300 W. By the rotating minor (2) and cylindrical objective (3) a focused 

striped beam is formed on a sample placed on the fwnace (4) heated 

by a panel (55 of halogen lamps up to about I 200oC. The furnace can 

be moved with a velocity about I mm/s. 

3.6. 2. CRYST AUJZA TION TECHNIQUE 

A sample (e.g .• an oxidized-silicon substate with the dep')sited in

itial poly-Si film) is totally heated by the furnace. By passing the zone 

through the film it is recrystallized. 

In the case of fused quartz. which ir. difficult to heat by the lamps. 

a light-absorbing body (e.g .. a Si plate) is placed under the sample. 

3.6.3. RFSULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The recrystallized film consists of single- crystalline g1ains elongated 

in the zone-motion direction (fig.15a). The grains are generally oriented in 

<I 00> direction. misorientations between them being typically less then Io. 

Inside the g1ains no crystallOgiaphic defects are usually formed (fig. l 5b). 

ln the case of fused- quartz substJates. the microstructwe of the film 

is principally the same as that in fig.15. However. in this case island 

films should be used in order to avoid cracking due to difference of the 

thermal expansion coefflcients of U\e films and substrate. 
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Fig .14. A scheme of an equipment for recrysta!lization 

o! Si films by YAG:Nd-laser . 
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Fig.15. Quasi-single-crystalline Si films on oxidized 

silicon prepared by ZHR with YAG:Nd laser: 

a - subgrains and subboundaries as revealed 

by scanning electron microscope; b ·- micro

structure of the f ilma as revealed by TEH. 
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4.CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS 

<l Basin~ on data avail3ble in the literature and on its own - p 
knowledge and exerience in crystallization of semiconductor films 

on amorphous substrates. and cooperating closely with the 

technical staff of Goldstar. the Contractor carried out 

experiments on preparation of poly-Si fil~s on glass-. fused 

quartz-. and oxidized silicon substrates. 

bl The Contractor evaluated the microstructure and morphology 

cf the prepared films and reported the data obtained to Goldstar. 

c) During implementation of the project. in accordance with 

the Terms of Reference by UNIDO and with the Technical 

Collaboration Agreement by Goldstar. the Contractor delivered 

corresponding samples in several parties. totally more 100 pieces. 

mainly poly-Si films on low-melting-point glasses. to Goldstar. 

dl The samples delivered were evaluated by Goldstar as 

a material applicable for manufacturing TFI .. s. The data obtained by 

Goldstar were communicated to the Contractor and used for 

corrections of the experiments. 

e) Basing on the results obtained and taking into account 

recent news on state-of-art in the flat-display technology, 

the Contractor recommends to concentrate further efforts in this 

field on the excimer laser technique . 
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